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En 2050, 68% de la population mondiale résidera en milieu urbain. Cette dynamique 

renforcera considérablement le paradoxe urbain de l’alimentation, des villes qui ne 

pourront jamais nourrir leurs habitants de manière autonome. S’intéresser à la 

notion d’agriculture urbaine ne consiste pas uniquement à étudier la capacité pour 

une ville à nourrir sa population, mais surtout à prendre en compte la qualité des 

aliments proposés. C’est dans ce contexte que l’agriculture urbaine devient 

aujourd’hui un sujet incontournable dans les instances de gouvernance. A Paris, les 

différents niveaux institutionnels de la commune à la métropole se positionnent 

progressivement sur des politiques alimentaires pouvant servir de double levier pour 

limiter les effets du réchauffement climatique et renforcer l'ambition de la ville 

comme capitale mondiale de la gastronomie. 

Notre analyse porte ainsi sur les institutions et la société civile, et plus 

spécifiquement leur rôle dans l’élaboration d’une politique alimentaire locale au sein 

du Grand Paris. A travers notre travail, nous avons questionné la manière dont les 

acteurs du territoire tentent de préserver les terres agricoles tout en faisant face à la 

forte pression immobilière tandis que les habitants se positionnent au coeur 

d'initiatives locales.

L'approche multiscalaire de notre étude permet d'identifier ces enjeux à l'échelle de 

la ville de Saint Denis, et par conséquent, l’intercommunalité de La Plaine Commune, 

le département de Seine-Saint-Denis et la Métropole du Grand Paris. Fortement 

densifié et peuplé et marqué par une longue histoire d’agriculture urbaine, Saint-

Denis est également au coeur des aménagements des futurs Jeux Olympiques 2024.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Thousands of disgruntled farmers descended upon Paris this past November. Their           

tractor cavalcade pushed through the peripherique symbolizing the disconnect         

between the capital and the countryside. As cities continue to grow, gain political             

power, and reach importance on the global scale, they risk losing touch with the              

fertile lands that surround them. In 2050, 68% of the world’s population will be living               

in cities. An urban paradox has therefore emerged: cities do not feed themselves,             1

and never have. What feeds the city is the countryside. For this reason, urban              

agriculture has become a subject of broad and current interest. Urban agriculture            

means food production in an urban context wherein products and services are in             

majority for the urban population. It also contributes to wellbeing, educational and            

event goals with an environmental dimension. Cities are looking to rooftop gardens,            

vertical agriculture, and even installing farms underground (Growing Underground,         

London), to contribute to the city’s foodscape without sacrificing valuable land.           

Globally, food production is responsible for one-quarter of the world’s greenhouse           

gas emissions, making it not only a social issue but also an environmental one. In               

Paris, different levels of government from city to metropolis are beginning to see food              

policy as a way to mitigate the effects of climate change, all while contributing to a                

nourishing, fertile and epicurious city. 

Paris is developing beyond its borders. The historic heart of the city is untouchable              

but its power is far reaching, leading to increased urbanization in the suburbs.             

Consequently, farmland areas are retreating further and further back. Since 1900,           

there has been a decrease of at least 35% in the Parisian region. This decrease is                2

due to urban sprawl and strong economic interests. 

1 The 2018 Revision of the World Urbanization Prospects published by the United Nations 
2 Exhibition “Capital Agricole”, Pavillon de l’Arsenal 
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Les intérêts économiques sont massivement présents et organisent        
via des réseaux, et leur influence, la gouvernance de la région           
parisienne en privilégiant les grandes infrastructures, les réseaux        
techniques efficaces, la politique immobilière, le prestige, la        
concurrence internationale…  3

Not only is Paris dealing with the aforementioned “urban paradox”, but it is also              

trying to position itself as both a gastronomic and green capital on the world stage.               

Urban agriculture fits into this strategy even though Paris proper has zero agricultural             

land. To be a nourishing city means not only feeding but taking into account the               4

quality of products, whether local or organic. But a nourishing city for whom? Not              

only are different institutions and governments beginning to look deeper into the            

subject but we also see it in the media and as a topic of discussion at events and                  

conferences across the city. This is further amplified by political personalities, like            5

mayor of Paris, Anne Hidalgo, who prioritize the environment in their political            

platforms. However, there is a danger that these topics will be used to further the               6

brand and image of the city of Paris through greenwashing rather than creating an              

inclusive culture of the fertile city. This can be seen as a way to make Paris an                 

environmental powerhouse on the world stage, or as a “way to please the             

environmentally conscious middle class”. There is therefore a strong movement          7

toward implicating all inhabitants, regardless of their socio-political background,         

across the entire region in the development of this culture. Environmental issues            

should not become an “elitist concern”. We have decided to analyze the role of              8

institutions and civil society and more specifically, their role in creating food policy in              

the Greater Paris Area.  

3 Estèbe, Le Galès, 2003, p.345 
4 Source: Yoann DURRIEU, mission leader and researcher in Exp’AU lab at Agro Paris Tech 
5 Source : Dominique Pagès, 2016 
6 Hidalgo, Anne, “How Paris is Actually Walking the Climate Change Walk”, Time Magazine. Sept. 
2019. 
7 Nossiter, Adam, “The Greening of Paris Makes its Mayor More Than a Few Enemies”, The New 
York Times. Oct. 2019. 
8 Idem. 
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Food policy impacts how and what food is produced,         
processed, distributed, purchased, consumed, protected and      
disposed of. Food policies are designed to influence the         
operation of the food system. They govern a number of areas,           
including agricultural and livestock extension . 9

 

This report will seek to understand how institutional actors in the Greater Paris Area              

implement policies related to creating and/or preserving agricultural land and          

reinforcing local and organic consumption habits whilst dealing with the ongoing           

pressure of urbanization and moreover, whether civil society is the engine that            

moves these policies forward. 

 
II. SCALE AND LIMITS OF RESEARCH  

 

To answer these questions, the Parisian metropolitan scale is the most relevant            

because the Greater Paris Area can be considered as a “perfect agricultural            

laboratory” as it is adapted to the development of all kinds of urban agricultural              

forms. We could have simply chosen the city of Paris to understand the roles of               10

different levels of governance however the buzz about urban agriculture: local,           

organic, biodynamic, is relatively Paris-centric and plays into urban branding,          

especially as the 2024 Olympic Games are approaching. Metropolitanization has          

made Paris what urbanist S. Graham calls a premium space: Paris center holds             

strong power over the region and as a result there is an asymmetrical development              

from Paris to the banlieue. The independence of the banlieue has historically been             11

abandoned in order to create the “special, metropolitan area” of Greater Paris. In             12

essence, Paris is strategic in securing a prominent position for the Greater Paris             

Area on the global stage but has the propensity to dissociate from its surroundings              

(the banlieue). Urban agriculture is a fascinating subject on the scale of the             

metropolis because it is not Paris proper that has ample space for agricultural             

9 Source: Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) 
10 Expression by Christine Aubry, researcher in Agro-Paris Tech in : Delourme V. (2018), “Le Grand 
Paris est un parfait laboratoire agricole”. Consulté sur : 
https://www.enlargeyourparis.fr/societe/grand-paris-parfait-laboratoire-agricole-christine-aubry 
11 S. Graham, 2001 
12 Idem. 
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projects, but rather the suburbs. If Paris hopes to pursue this image of a green and                

fertile city, it must lean on surrounding areas to help propel this process. Hence why               

it is important to study the scale of the Greater Paris Area in tandem with the                

suburban experience.  

Source : made by authors 

 

We chose to focus on the city of Saint-Denis and thus the intercommunality of Plaine               

Commune and the department of Seine-Saint-Denis in order to understand their           

relation to the plans and interests of the Métropole du Grand Paris. Saint-Denis is              

especially pertinent to our subject because it is both densely populated and            

urbanized, and has a long history of urban agriculture. This dichotomy is further             

magnified by the fact that it will host a majority of events and house much of the                 

infrastructure during the 2024 Olympic Games. This case study does however have            

its limits. The city has been governed by communist mayors since at least 1944,              

which has created a specifically left wing political theatre. Additionally, the city has             

been a sanctuary for diverse populations that other areas were not as ready and              

willing to accept such as immigrants and tradespeople.   13

13 Source: Magali BARDOU, in charge of the Agenda 21 Mission, general delegation of urban ecology 
in Plaine Commune, interviewed on the 20th of November 2019 
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This very liberal political and social climate, coupled with a strong history of urban              

agriculture is a blueprint that may not necessarily be able to be replicated in other               

cities in the Greater Paris Area. It is thus crucial to see the question of urban                

agriculture as very much context based. The subject is closely tied to highly             

politicized ideals such as climate change and capitalist economic models. In effect,            

these findings cannot be seen as normative but rather as non-normative and            

descriptive discoveries about urban agriculture and food policy at the scale of            

Saint-Denis, Plaine Commune, Seine-Saint-Denis, and Métropole du Grand Paris.  

 

 

III. ANALYSIS OF GOVERNANCE SCALES  

 

METROPOLIS  // MÉTROPOLE DU GRAND PARIS 

 
The Métropole du Grand Paris was only recently created in 2016. Their objective is              

to harmonize different initiatives within the territory as some cities are more            

advanced in certain sectors than others. The principal mode of action regarding            

urban agriculture is through “appels à projets”. One of the most famous is             

Parisculteurs, co-organized with Ville de Paris, to reward projects that develop urban            

agriculture in the city. This event fosters a network between rural and central             14

territories across the Greater Paris Area.  15

 

The Metropole creates policies and specifications to influence actions at other levels            

of governance. For that, Lucie Labidoire - in charge of Nature in the City at               

Métropole du Grand Paris, helped organize the event “Les Rencontres Agricoles du            

Grand Paris” (2008-2009) co-organized with Enlarge Your Paris which is a local            

media agency dedicated to cultural initiatives in Greater Paris. This event was the             16

first step in gaining more knowledge on the field of urban agriculture at the              

metropolitan scale. The official diagnosis is set to begin in early 2020 after the              

14 Ministère de l’Agriculture et de l’Alimentation. (2019). Parisculteurs : l’appel à projets franchit les 
portes de la capitale.  
15 Source: Dominique Pagès (2016) 
16 Source: Lucie LABIDOIRE, in charge of Nature in the City at Métropole du Grand Paris, interviewed 
on the 6 of November 2019 
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municipal election and hopes to lead to the implementation of food policy at the              

metropolitan scale in 2022. This shows that the subject is not yet a major topic on                

the political agenda but also that the political scene may change next year and              

Labidoire will have to reestablish relations with new elected officials.  

 

Agriculture land surface represents only 2% (2000 ha) at the metropolitan scale.            17

The Métropole thus sees urban agriculture as an opportunity to question our            

consumption habits in an urban context and not as a tool to create a self sufficient                

city. The Métropole hopes to work on all pillars from production to consumption as              

well as distribution and transformation. They are relatively reactive in their approach            

as they expect action to come from the bottom-up so that they can therefore help to                

finance these projects. They are not able to launch their own concrete initiatives, but              

rather are well positioned to harmonize those that are already being proposed. The             

problem is that they are very far away from the social aspects that affect citizens.               

According to Thibaut Gruel, in charge of Sustainable Development at the Saint-Denis            

municipal level: 

 

La Métropole est une administration encore récente (2016) et         
les relations se nouent petit à petit avec les villes qui           
continuent, dans un même temps, à travailler à un niveau plus           
fin, local, directement avec les collectifs et associations. Il reste          
néanmoins difficile d’articuler de façon harmonieuse tous les        
acteurs entre eux du fait du millefeuille administratif.  18

 

To summarize, the Métropole is a very new institution and is mostly in a research               

and knowledge gathering phase to understand everything that is happening within its            

territory. As there is only one full-time person working on the mission of Nature in the                

City, their reach is limited. They have the well-intentioned goal of working with other              

levels of governance but in reality, they have little contact with cities and             

departments and work instead with institutions like AgroParisTech to help with           

research. 

17 Source: Lucie LABIDOIRE  
18 Interview with Thibaut GRUEL, in charge of Sustainable Development, at Ville de Saint-Denis, 
interviewed on the 20th of November 2019 
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DEPARTMENT // SEINE-SAINT-DENIS 

 

The Department of Seine-Saint-Denis has the power to structure and support the            

agricultural sector. The latest success is the mapping of existing activities regarding            

urban agriculture, both on a website and an app called “Made in Seine-Saint-Denis”             

which was implemented in February 2019. “In Seine-Saint-Denis” is also a call to             19

action, “Appel à Agir in Seine Saint-Denis”, at the departemental scale, which            

supports and rewards participants working on ecological transition, social innovation          

and inclusion, civic engagement, urban cultures and new urbanities. 

 

The Department bases its actions on the “Plan départemental d’engagement pour           

l’égalité environnementale” in which they describe their main actions and objectives           

and they work hand in hand with both the municipalities and the Établissements             

Publics Territoriaux (EPT, such as Plaine Commune) to develop their projects. But            

more than that, the Department has the power to intervene on land ownership and              

funding. For instance, because they own the Parc Georges Valbon (417 ha, 3rd             

biggest park of Île-de-France after Bois de Vincennes and Bois de Boulogne) and             

the Parc du Sausset (202 ha), they are able to develop their own urban initiatives               

there.  

 

Unlike other types of lands, the Georges Valbon and Sausset parks will not become              

articifialized zones since they are protected. However, the Department still has to            

struggle to preserve these lands due to strong real estate pressure from Paris and              

the increasing need for new equipment and affordable housing in Seine-Saint-Denis.           

Helene Pasquier, director of delegation of ecological transition at Department of           

Seine-Saint-Denis has been clear on the importance of nature in the city, despite the              

increasing urbanization. 

 
 
 
 

19 Made in Seine-Saint-Denis: https://inseinesaintdenis.fr/ 
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On ne peut pas continuer à urbaniser et à densifier un           
territoire comme celui de la Seine-Saint-Denis sans laisser des         
espaces de respiration, absolument indispensables, sinon à un        
moment donné ça éclate. Et en même temps, oui, il faut           
réussir à loger tout le monde.  20

 
The Department is much more operational than the Métropole in terms of land use              

as it is itself a landowner. For example, there will be a project to create an urban                 

farm in a former industrial area on Ile-Saint-Denis, which will be completed in 10              

years once the soil is rehabilitated. In general, the Department is focused more on              21

urban planning than creating policies related to urban agriculture and food. In terms             

of policy, they have tried to implement a zero-pesticide bylaw, however it is mostly              

symbolic as they are not able to verify that every farmer is abiding by the rule.  22

 
AGGLOMERATION // PLAINE COMMUNE 

 
Plaine Commune works on the physical organization of the territory such as the             

planning of ZACs (Zone d'Aménagement Concerté) and the management of green           

spaces. For instance, Plaine Commune influenced elected officials on the          

conservation of natural areas and gardens of the ZAC des Tartres - in             

Pierrefitte-sur-Seines, Stains and Saint-Denis. Just like for the department scale,          23

there are many tensions regarding strong real estate pressure due to the area’s             

proximity to Paris. Magali Bardou - in charge of the Agenda 21 Mission and working               

at the general delegation of urban ecology in Plaine Commune, emphasizes the            

protective attitude of Plaine Commune in their land preservation strategy: 

 

On n’est pas sur une dynamique de création d’espaces pour la           
nature ou pour l'agriculture urbaine mais plutôt dans une         
posture protectrice  24

 

Nevertheless, they have the ambition to develop agricultural zones and to affirm their             

20 Source: Hélène PASQUIER, director of Delegation of ecological transition, at Department of 
Seine-Saint- Denis interviewed on November 8th 
21 Idem. 
22 Idem. 
23 Source : Magali BARDOU 
24 Interview with Magali BARDOU 
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identity. The implementation of a PLUi (Plan Local d’Urbanisme Intercommunal) will           

help to provide for stronger measures on land preservation. Firstly, this is one of the               

only areas in the Parisian suburbs to still have an “agricole A” zoning and not only                

“nature zone”. They are working on creating two other “A zones” which is a very               

strong action. This special zoning has also been created for allotment and shared             

gardens, which is different from "nature" zoning and only allows for the protection of              

green spaces.  

If Plaine Commune is very dynamic on regulatory issues, they also have the power              

to accompany and provide a network for different actors. Plaine Commune is not the              

best level to work on food policy in response to citizen demand. Their actions              

concern the production side more than the consumption side. That is why we may              

think that they are far from the actual population and therefore work more with city               

officials. But this scale of governance has to continuously adapt to the civil society              

demand. 

On a adopté un Agenda 21 avec un programme composé de           
neuf actions et il y avait quelque chose autour de l'agriculture           
urbaine. C'était un peu une intuition quand on a écrit en           
2013/2014. (...) Et puis, c'est devenu plus qu'une intuition. On          
a des acteurs qui se sont installés, qui sont venus nous voir, à             
nos portes, avec des questions à chaque fois.  25

It is clear that urban agriculture has become not just a topic to add to other agendas,                 

but one that is gaining importance and deserves to be treated as its own coherent               

subject. 

MUNICIPALITY // SAINT-DENIS

As explained before, Saint-Denis has a long history of urban agriculture and this has              

been made possible by citizens, associations, and institutions. La Ferme Urbaine de            

Saint-Denis is the last existing farm from the 19th century in Seine-Saint-Denis and             

remains symbolic for the whole territory. It consists of two projects: Zone Sensible             26

25 Source: Magali BARDOU 
26 La Ferme Urbain de Saint Denis. http://ville-saint-denis.fr/la-ferme-urbaine-de-saint-denis 
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run by La Parti Poétique, and La Ferme Ouverte by Les Fermes de Gally. This area                

is not only a site of production, but also organizes conferences, concerts, and             

exhibitions as well as workshops. The premise is to create a place, and not just exist                

as a space. 

The mission for Sustainable Development at the municipality of Saint-Denis is very            

close to Dionysiens (citizens of Saint-Denis) and works on a variety of subjects such              

as urban agriculture, environmental pedagogy, climate action, and nature in the           

city... There are four people in charge of this sector which is much more than at the                 

other scales analyzed where there is only one member in charge for each layer of               

governance. The majority of agricultural land in Saint-Denis is devoted to the 161             

parcels of an average of 270m2 of family gardens, creating a sense of ownership              

and “retour à la terre” amongst citizens. The Fédération Nationale des Jardins            

Familiaux et Collectifs is in charge of attributing the parcels to citizens according to              

particular rules. With more demand than supply, the waiting list for a family garden              

can last at least 10 years.   27

The municipality therefore works mostly with citizens, associations, and Plaine          

Commune but less often with the Métropole. According to Gruel, his department is             

aware of other actors in the neighbouring cities because of the work of Magali              

Bardou at Plaine Commune who manages the Agenda 21 network. This project            

brings different actors together through the organization of meetings to discuss           

current and pertinent issues. From our interviews with both Gruel and Bardou, it is              28

clear to us that the working relationship between the city and the agglomeration is              

efficient and that the competencies of both levels are complementary. 

BOTTOM-UP  APPROACHES

“(…) studies have shown that despite generic discourse that         
frames urban agriculture as a tool for achieving a more          
“sustainable” city, urban gardens and farms – the last         
remaining land potentially available for building in cities – are          

27 Source: Thibaut GRUEL 
28 Idem. 
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often a source of multiple tensions between property        
developers and city-dwellers. Urban agriculture spaces are       
often perceived as pockets of resistance to urban development         
29

Citizens can be the engine of change by putting pressure on their local authorities to               

create, or defend initiatives. When the political theatre is receptive, it creates a             

virtuous circle - as in Saint Denis where the mayor is politically left. Sometimes, what               

citizens can do is beyond general expectations. For instance, inhabitants of           

Saint-Denis succeeded in changing Eiffage’s minds (one of the biggest construction           

companies in France) regarding an area they wanted to use to put rubble.  

L'association du Comité des Jardins pour le Plaine qui occupe          
des parcelles sur le site s'est fortement mobilisée pour         
préserver les jardins. Ils ont écrit à la maire de Paris           
(propriétaire des terrains), au maire de Saint-Denis, ont mené         
diverses actions sur le site et aux alentours, ils ont affiché des            
bannières sur les grilles des jardins et ont également fait          
circuler une pétition. C'est grâce à cette mobilisation        
conséquente qu'Eiffage s'est retirée.  30

There have been numerous occasions of citizens standing up against the           

redevelopment of green spaces in the Greater Paris Area. One example is the             

proposal of the mega project EuropaCity proposed in the ZAC du Triangle de             

Gonesse, which was recently dropped by the national government in response to the             

mobilization of citizens and the environmental controversies surrounding the  

project. Not only does this project show that popular opinion has weight in the              31

redevelopment of agricultural and green spaces, but it also shows that the national             

government has the last word in questions related to projects with huge financial             

potential, especially in proximity to the Capital where there is very little land still              

available for development.  

29 Staeheli, Mitchell and Gibson, 2002; Eizenberg, 2012 as cited in Demailly & Darly, 2017, p. 334 
30 Interview with Thibaut GRUEL 
31 Grégoire Allix, "EuropaCity : le projet de mégacomplexe définitivement abandonné", Le Monde. 07 
novembre 2019 
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To go beyond institutions and local authorities, we completed our research by            

conducting an interview with Yoann Durrieu, mission leader of Exp’AU (research lab            

at AgroParisTech). Exp’AU has an advisory and research mission for local           

authorities and firms interested in urban agriculture and food in the city. His main              

mission consists of: publishing scientific papers, producing accessible        

methodological tools, and creating specialized programmes on specific subjects with          

public and private partners. Private companies and institutions often contact          32

Durrieu to find out how to farm with small spaces, or how to use technology to                

benefit their urban agriculture projects.   33

During our discussion, Durrieu noted a lack of territorial animation which he believes             

can create misunderstandings between farmers, citizens and local authorities.         

According to him, there should be territorial officers in charge of urban agriculture             

because farmers are often marginalized and can sometimes have a feeling of a lack              

of security.   34

Source : made by the authors 

In some cases, associations create the link between agriculture, inhabitants and           

government, whilst the highest levels of government rely on think tanks and            

academic institutions to create policies. Association Terre & Cité is a leader in             

agricultural land protection and now works on several topics such as biodiversity and             

32 Source: Yoann DURRIEU 
33 Idem. 
34 Idem. 
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short food supply circuits. They realised the territory is stronger when they combine             

civil society, farmers and local authorities. Then, they elect a board of directors at the               

head of the association that deals with other territorial conflicts related to the             

conservation of urban agriculture. 

Not only is civil society an important driving force in implementing and protecting             

urban agriculture initiatives, but it also promotes the notion that citizen movements            

can take back “the right to the city”, as defined by Henri Levebvre. Food unites               35

people, and is a common denominator across many cultures. In the urban context,             

agriculture can create spaces of exchange and improve community networks.  

IV. TOP-DOWN APPROACHES

A. FOOD POLICY IN SCHOOL CAFETERIAS

The topic of urban agriculture must be analysed globally, meaning from production to             

consumption. Since local authorities are in charge of different school cafeterias           

(Municipalities work with pre-schools and primary schools, and Departments work          

with middle schools), the topic was mentioned several times during our interviews.            

These conversations highlighted the fact that school cafeterias are an effective entry            

point to implement food policy at all levels of governance. Cafeterias can promote             

local and organic ingredients, manage food waste, and more generally educate           

youth. The current school cafeteria model is a good example of the control that              

public institutions can have on collective actions related to food. 

All the public institutions that we have interviewed agreed on the fact that they may               

not be able to nourish all of the Métropole du Grand Paris with local agriculture, but                

we can make a difference on a smaller scale. Food policy is more a way to re-create                 

links between land and urban inhabitants. This pedagogic approach is a way to             

reach all students, regardless of their socio-economic status or ethnic background.           

The goal is that every student feels empowered to fight against food waste and              

35 Durand Colette. Henri Lefebvre, Le droit à la ville, 1968 
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discover local food. This is why the municipality of Saint-Denis installs gardens as a              

pedagogical tool in every school located on its territory.  36

Even if some of these actions are symbolic in order to raise awareness about the               

necessity of local agriculture, some policies have had real effects. The Municipality            

of Saint-Denis, which provides 9 000 meals per day to primary schools students, is a               

leading example and success. They organize one vegetarian meal per week in order             

to reduce meat consumption. Even more, a study found that the municipality has             37

reduced food waste in school cafeterias by 30% saving over 60,000 euros per year              

to reinvest into better products - whether organic or local. In addition, the             38

Department of Seine-Saint-Denis purchases a portion of 15-18% of organic          

ingredients for middle school cafeterias.   39

B. HOSTING A MEGA EVENT // PARIS 2024 OLYMPIC GAMES

In 2024, Paris will be home to the Olympic and Paralympic Games and has the               

ambition of hosting ‘the most sustainable Games ever’ . The Paris Games will be             40

the first in history to have a strategy fully aligned with the Paris Climate Agreement               

and the UN Sustainable Development Goals. One of the three pillars at the core of               

Paris 2024 is related to the promotion of environmental excellence which aims to             

become a model to reproduce in future Games such as in Milan or Los Angeles.               

Cities can tackle environmental issues through large scale sporting events and           

Olympic organizers may become more and more obliged to do so as the climate              

situation continues to worsen. Paris’ application for the Olympic Games fosters the            

creation of an environmental excellence committee to take the environmental aspect           

of the sporting event seriously. Environmental sustainability was put forth not just as             

one aspect of the Paris candidacy but rather as its DNA.  41

36 Source: Thibaut GRUEL 
37 Idem. 
38 Idem. 
39 Source: Hélène PASQUIER 
40 Source: Paris 2024 Candidature File  
41 Hidalgo, Anne, “How Paris is Actually Walking the Climate Change Walk”, Time Magazine. Sept. 
2019.  
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Food is one of the central issues in the Olympic Games Committee’s strategy. It was               

proposed that an eco-responsible food charter be set up to promote organic and             

local food in the venues, and in the Olympic Village canteen. In fact, the report               

summarizing the official application had promoted 100% sustainable and certified          

organic food sources by supporting local production as much as possible. This            

objective was supposed to mobilize farmers from Ile-de-France in order to re-inforce            

food autonomy in the long term. The official application document stated the creation             

of a local partnership between farmers to promote short food supply chains and             

affirmed a strong financial and technical help to local producers.   42

Even if many institutional actors are doubtful of the Olympic Committee’s goal to             

supply local and organic food to athletes, the Olympics could act as a vector of               

development for urban agriculture and food policy. Our initial reflection was that this             

phenomenon could boost local initiatives to reach their objective. However, after           

interviews and research, the environmental aspect promoted at the beginning of the            

application seems to progressively disappear. The ambition mainly comes from the           

municipality of Paris in order for the city to benefit from the exemplary image of the                

Games. Nonetheless, Paris has a contradictory behavior regarding the Olympics by           

putting itself forward while imposing policies on suburban areas like          

Seine-Saint-Denis, which will be at the core of the Games.  43

When we first began our research, the website of the 2024 Olympic games still had a                

strong emphasis on sustainability. However, the website has since changed and the            

message is more about the Games being ‘compact and accessible’. This shift in             44

strategy illuminates the fact that the Committee realized that their goals were too             

ambitious given the timeline. As a matter of fact, the individuals that we interviewed              

made it clear that this “local” and “sustainable” food strategy is not feasible.             

Consequently, those interviewed believe that the provision of food will now be            

managed by big industry leaders such as Sodexo. 

42 Source: Rapport JO - Stratégie durabilité, 14 mars 2017 
43 Source:  Report from the municipality of Paris regarding policies of 2024 Olympic Games 
44 www.paris2024.org 
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Au début, ils déliraient un peu en disant qu'ils voulaient cultiver           
dans le village olympique et que les athlètes allaient manger          
ça. Après quelques réflexions, ils ont réalisé qu'il fallait traiter          
ce sujet à une autre échelle et ils sont venus nous (Plaine            
Commune) voir (...). C'est un sujet stratégique et ils vont          
vouloir traiter plutôt traiter avec des groupes privés en donnant          
un énorme cahier des charges sur les exigences en termes de           
"local" et "bio" mais ils ne vont pas prendre, à mon avis, le             
risque de travailler les petites choses finement avec les         
acteurs locaux sur un sujet aussi stratégique. C'est ce qu'on a           
compris en discutant avec eux.  45

This large scale event is certain to have huge consequences on the territory under              

study. For instance, Plaine Commune and Saint-Denis created new working groups           

to deal with the event and both agree that the Olympics could be a vector of                

development.  

[Plaine Commune] Ce qui est sûr, c'est que les Jeux, ça           
produira quelque chose. Mais ça produira quelque chose plutôt         
avec des producteurs en grande ceinture à l'échelle de         
l'Ile-de-France. Et ça nous dynamise un peu sur ces         
questions-là (...), on sait que ça va contribuer à faire changer,           
évoluer la demande et les attentes des habitants, et un jour           
percuter nos élus et faire faire bouger nos manières de faire.  46

[Seine-Saint-Denis] Pour nous, l'objectif est que tous les        
acteurs du territoire trouvent dans les Jeux un débouché et          
que ce soit pour eux une vitrine de valorisation des savoir-faire           
de la Seine-Saint-Denis, tout en continuant à structurer cette         
filière [l’agriculture urbaine] qui est déjà en train de se          
structurer sans attendre les JO. Les JO devraient servir         
d’accélérateurs de ces actions.  47

It appears that food in big events -from production to consumption, is a very strategic               

issue. Actors of the territory seem to be patient and pragmatic, but at the same time                

full of hope about the outcomes of such an event in terms of attractiveness, visibility               

and boost in urban agriculture and habits. However, creating a culture of            

sustainability in regards to urban agriculture and food is a process, requiring the             

involvement of many stakeholders, and needing time and careful balance. With this            

45 Interview with Magali BARDOU 
46 Idem 
47 Interview with Hélène PASQUIER 
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being said, the timeline for the 2024 Olympic Games is simply too short to create               

inclusive food policy with a lasting legacy. 

 
C. IF WE CAN’T PRODUCE ENOUGH IN OUR OWN TERRITORY, WHY NOT           

SOMEWHERE ELSE ? 

 
Each level of governance sees local at a certain scale. Is ‘local’ food produced at the                

city level? At the departmental level? At the regional level? What exactly is ‘local’?              

The municipality of Aubervilliers in Seine-Saint-Denis has started to see ‘local’ on a             

larger scale. Aubervilliers owns land in the rural community of Piscop, used for             

leisure and summer camps for children. However, a portion of this territory is             48

farmland which will no longer be able to continue being exploited by the same              

farmers. The city therefore hopes to make use of its agricultural potential by             

employing city officials to produce food for Albertivillariens... in Piscop. This           49

strategy would allow the city to continue to urbanize and respond to the demands of               

housing in their own territory and at the same time, cultivate further away where              

there is space.  

 

This top-down approach, coming directly from the municipality of Aubervilliers could           

be seen as controversial as the agricultural land is not accessible to Albertivillariens,             

meaning there is a risk of a weak pedagogical or physical link between citizens and               

this new model of production. It is important that the city sees this strategy as a way                 

to engage citizens and promote local production and not as a justification to further              

urbanize Aubervilliers proper. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION  
 

Urban agriculture in the Greater Paris area cannot survive on its own, it must have               

an educational aspect or propose a certain experience. It needs to create a place,              

not just a space. Urban agriculture does not only transform the urban fabric of the               

city but also the political structures, public spaces and social relationships around us.             

48 Interview with Magali BARDOU 
49 Idem 
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The project of nourishing Greater Paris is part of a new model of development which               

promotes the protection of nature and changes our behaviours in the way we             

consume, live, interact, and share common spaces… It searches for a deep            

evolution in our relationship to nature and how we view supply chains. Nevertheless,             

there is still a long way to go in achieving an effective integration of actors, activities                

and urban agriculture spaces . 50

 
Il y a de plus en plus de choses qui se passent, de gens qui               
s'interrogent sur ce qu'ils mangent, d'où ça vient et comment          
ils pourraient manger mieux, etc. Et du coup, il faut faire           
bouger tout le reste, potentiellement de ce qui constitue un          
système alimentaire territorial. C'est-à-dire réclamer des      
paniers, monter des AMAP, des épiceries coopératives       
solidaires, demander du bio à la cantine. Et là, vous faites           
bouger tous les autres maillons de la chaîne.  51

 
Nourishing the Greater Paris is about creating a new urban model for a city said to                

be epicurious, nourishing and fertile; where citizens’ habits change to reflect           

sustainable action and where civil society can interfere in food policies and actions -              

just like in the example of Saint-Denis. Governing the fertile metropolis should be             

less about decisions from above, and more about the general interest, to formulate             

consensus on food transition, taking into account differences in approaches.    52

 
Institutions closest to their citizens are theoretically the most effective in enacting            

dynamic policies in tandem with the engine of civil society. Perhaps the outcome of              

the 2024 Olympics will show us just how dedicated The Greater Paris Area is to               

diffusing a culture of environmental sustainability from the top down, but for now,             

ordinary citizens may have more power than we think to help shape their urban              

environments. 

  

50 Source : Dominique Pagès, 2016 
51 Interview with Magali BARDOU 
52 Source : Dominique Pagès, 2016 
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ANNEXE I  - Summary table of the semi-directed interviews conducted

NAME OCCUPATION DATE PLACE 

Lucie LABIDOIRE in charge of Nature in the 
city, at Métropole du 

Grand Paris 

06/11/2019 Métropole du Grand 
Paris 

Hélène PASQUIER Director of Delegation of 
ecological transition at 

Department of 
Seine-Saint-Denis 

08/11/2019 Seine-Saint-Denis 
Department 

Yoann DURRIEU Mission leader in Exp'AU - 
Expertise en Agricultures 

Urbaines 

18/11/2019 Nation Institute of 
Agronomy 

 Thibaut GRUEL in charge of Sustainable 
Development, at Ville de 

Saint-Denis 

20/11/2019 Saint-Denis 
administrative centre 

 Magali BARDOU  in charge of the Agenda 
21 Mission, general 
delegation of urban 
ecology in Plaine 

Commune 

20/11/2019 Plaine Commune 
Headquarter 
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